Making a Choice
We continue to have strong interest in families
seeking to enrol their children into St Ambrose.
This is not just new enrolments for the 2018 Prep
classes but throughout each year level. We
currently have an enrolment of 241. This number
will drop slightly for next year with a very large
group of Grade 6’s graduating and a smaller
group of Preps being enrolled. We have fixed
our enrolments to a specific number due to
having only nine classrooms available. It’s very
much about quality rather than quantity.
Families in the local area are blessed with
choices when it comes to choosing a school for
their child. Each family has its own reasons for
selecting a school. Reasons such as wellbeing,
academic
excellence,
discipline,
faith
formation and community engagement are just
some examples.
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As a school, what we strive to be and offer to
the community is summed up in our vision
statement:
Centred By Faith, In Partnership with
Community
We Provide Excellence in Learning

Dear Parents, Students and Friends,
On the walls of our corridors are wonderful
examples of writing that highlight both
creativity and skill. As parents, due to work and
the business of life, most of you may not get a
chance to see or read these literary jewels.
The following is a wonderful example of the
writing that is being created, for it captures the
imagination whilst ending with a twist.
Can you hear a turtle swaying through the
slippery thick green seaweed?
Can you hear a spider weaving its sticky
silver web?
Can you hear a ladybug swaying through the
cool summer breeze?
Can you hear a rainbow standing
sturdy in the sky?
Can you hear the sun rise during a frosty
morning?
Can you hear the moon shine its brightest in
the night sky with stars all around it?
Can you hear me looking back at photos from
the past?
Can you hear me thinking of leaves blowing in
the cool summer breeze?
Can you hear me watching a red robin fly by?
No, these are the sounds of silence!
Written by Laura 3/4M

School Closure Next Monday

Yesterday evening, students undertaking the
Sacrament of Confirmation, along with their
families, had the opportunity to gain a greater
insight into what it is to be part of a Catholic
community through the visitation of Bishop Terry
Curtin. Our school is only one aspect of being
and participating in a Catholic community.
It is important to understand that in enrolling
your child into St Ambrose, a Catholic school, it
is a way of engaging them in a living sacrament
where 







Our parish school presupposes faith:
without faith our parish school says nothing,
it is just another school.
Our parish school expresses faith: in and
through the parish school, people express
themselves to God.
Our parish school nurtures faith: it helps us
stay connected to our faith roots and to our
faith community.
Our parish school calls for ongoing
conversion: we need to keep turning to
God. The parish school is a special place
filled with moments in a child’s life that
encourage them to constantly search for
God’s presence and God’s will for them.

Our school makes the “church” visibly present.
It reminds us of our duty as a member of the
Church community to not simply “receive”
grace through participating in the life of the
school but to “be” grace to all who share your
path.

2018 NAPLAN Data
With the release of the NAPLAN data to schools,
and parents of Grade 3 & 5 students having
received their individual reports on Tuesday, it is
a good time to highlight some of the positive
information received from the
testing
undertaken. The NAPLAN data provides us with
an opportunity to triangulate observations and
data collected in the past twelve months.
Although it is only one test, it sits beside much of
our own teacher observation and testing,
providing further insight and validation as to
what we are trying to achieve.
As a teaching staff we are very interested in the
value added growth that should occur over the
two year period from Grade 3 to Grade 5. This
data allows us to reflect upon our own
effectiveness as teachers and the initiatives that
have been implemented at St Ambrose. It also
assists us in identifying areas that need
improvement.
Although each student will have performed
differently on each test, it is the overall trend
data that informs decision making for the future.
The following table is a snap shot of how we are
travelling:
Gr 3 to Gr 5
Reading

Writing

Spelling
Grammar &
Punctuation
Numeracy

2015
2017
Diff
2015
2017
Diff
2015
2017
Diff
2015
2017
Diff
2015
2017
Diff

State
↓
441
516
75
432
486
54
420
504
84
444
506
62
411
503
92

St Ambrose
↓
438
532
94
377
497
120
403
518
115
413
524
111
397
503
106

What this table clearly highlights is the
wonderful growth that has occurred in the past
two years. It is even better when considering
where we were and how far we have come.
The next table highlights the starting point that
will be used to measure the value added score
provided to us when the students reach Grade
5 in 2019.
2017
Current Grade 3
Students
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar & Punct’
Numeracy

State
↓

St Ambrose
↓

446
428
423
450
421

444
425
427
444
419

It is worth noting the base scores being
achieved by our Grade 3 students over the past

three years. As highlighted in the first table on
the front page, our data highlights that we are
able to make tremendous learning growth
between Grade 3 & 5. However, if we start with
a very low base score in Grade 3, it is harder to
catch up. And the fact is, we don’t just want to
catch up, we want our students to excel as
learners.

Grade 3
Reading
Writing
Spelling
Grammar & Punct’
Numeracy

2015
438
377
403
413
397

2016
442
431
437
450
406

2017
444
425
427
444
419

This data highlights consistent growth in reading
and numeracy and although the 2017 results
are better than 2015, especially for these two
areas, we are looking for consistent growth in all
areas.
The base score in Grade 3 is a result of the
teaching and learning that occurs in the first
three years of primary school. That is why we are
making sure that through our teaching
programs and classroom activities, and
especially
through
the
professional
development in ‘Visible Learning’, our students
gain the necessary skills and learning
dispositions to set them up for future success.
It is also important to recognise that the time
and effort that you, as parents, place into your
child’s learning experience has a huge
influence on how your child sees themselves as
learners.
Celebrate their achievements and encourage
them through their mistakes, for mistakes, both
in learning and life, are opportunities of
discovery and learning.

St Ambrose Family Care
During the year, our school families experience
times when a helping hand, a supportive ear or
a cooked meal can make all the difference.
Examples of such times are when there is a birth
of a child, a family member is hospitalised, or
sadly, the death of a loved one.
At the same time, there have been many
families who have asked how they may be able
to support these families.
Recently, we began to ask individual families
within a grade to help out with the preparation
of a meal that could be used by a family in a
time of need. The intention of this action was to
enhance the connectedness of each family to
the other given that we share this same roof
called St Ambrose. Since then, further discussion
has taken place as to how to build a network of
parents who would like to participate in this
action. But not as individuals, but as a group.

That this group comes together twice a term,
uses the schools cooking facilities and produces
family meals that can be frozen and used in
time of need.
A CareMonkey form will be sent out next
Tuesday, seeking interest from parents who
would like to be part of this venture. It’s a great
way of making new friends and doing
something very special for the community.

School Closure This Coming Monday
Next Monday, all staff will be involved in
professional development focused on
improving the teaching and learning of
mathematics. It is an area that has had little
attention given in regard to professional
development and given the improvements
shown recently, we want this to continue.

Ask the Principal
Several weeks ago, one of our parents
suggested that an ‘ask the principal’ section be
placed in the newsletter. It’s a great idea as
often there are individual questions asked that
could help other parents.
So here are a few questions asked recently.
When will the uniform shop go online?
The Uniform Shop will go on line as of the start
of Term 4. Currently we are using Flexi-Schools
to order online for canteen. Parental feedback
has highlighted that the fees associated with
this system, especially when ordering for a
number of children within the same family, can
add up quickly, causing some families to
choose not to use the online ordering system,
nor the canteen for that matter. Acting upon
the feedback, we have sourced a new
provider that does not pass on such costs.
Therefore, when you order, there are no
additional fees or costs associated with the
purchase. The provider is CDF-Pay.
For parents currently using Flexi-Schools, you
will be able to continue to use the system for
ordering at the canteen until the end of the
school year. This will allow you to use up any
credit that is currently in your account.
As of the start of Term 4, you will be able to use
CDF-Pay to order online for both the canteen
and uniform shop. Further information will be
provided in the coming weeks.
I have an idea for a school fundraiser. Who
should I speak to?
If you have a fundraising idea that you think
would be worth looking at, please contact the
office and let either Karen & Justine know
about it. It will then be forwarded to the
leadership team for discussion. Until this year,
the St Ambrose Carnival has been our major
fundraiser.

Are students allowed to wear black leather
boots (Blundstone style)?
School shoes and school socks continue to
raise concern in regard to school policy.
In regard to school shoes, our policy states
black leather school shoes must be worn.
Black leather school shoes can take the form
of lace up shoes, velcro shoes or ankle high
boot as illustrated below. Preferably, boots to
be worn with either shorts or pants. Black
runners or sports shoes are only to be worn on
days designated for physical education events
or formal sporting events.

It’s Flu Season
If your child has flu symptoms or has the flu,
please keep them home until they are well.
The flu is very contagious and when it gets into
a school population, can spread rapidly.
Located at the back of the newsletter is an
article titled “Too Sick to Go to School”. It’s an
A to Z of all the things that could affect your
child’s health and provides you with an
overview as to how to respond to each issue in
relation to when your child should return to
school after illness.

Week 6

Bishop Terry Curtin
Last night we had the pleasure of having
Bishop Terry Curtin speak with students, parents
and sponsors in preparation for the Sacrament
of Confirmation. We had a great turn out and
it was wonderful to see so many families
engaged in supporting their children’s faith
development. Over the next two weeks, we
ask you to keep these students in your prayers
as they continue to reflect and develop their
understanding of the commitment they are
making.

May you have a great weekend and enjoy an
opportunity to gather in the warmth of
friendship and family.
Kindest regards,
Des Noack
Principal

Monday: 21.08 BOOK WEEK!
 Closure Day – Whole School Numeracy PD
Wednesday: 23.08
 COBAW Athletics Competition ( Gr 3 to 6: 50
qualifying students)
 Music Work Tuition Lessons
Thursday: 24.08
 Sports Uniform: Gr 5/6F, Gr 5/6R, Gr 4/5W, Gr
3/4M, Gr 3/4P.
Friday: 25.08
 Book Fair Set Up Of Library
 Book Fair Parade – 9.00am
 Book Week P – 2 Woodend Library Visit:
10.00am
Saturday: 26.08
 Parish Family Mass – Grade 4/5W

Week 7
Monday: 28.08
 Book Fair Wish List Visit
Tuesday: 29.08
 Book Fair Sales commence
Wednesday: 30.08
 Book Fair Sales continue
 Music Work Tuition Lessons
Thursday: 31.08
 Book Fair Sales continue
 Sports Uniform: Gr 5/6F, Gr 5/6R, Gr 4/5W, Gr
3/4M, Gr 3/4P.
 School Advisory Committee - Staff room
7.30pm
Friday: 01.09
 Sports Uniform: Gr 1/2R, Gr 1/2T, Gr P/1E, Gr
PR
 Father’s Day Breakfast
 Father’s Day Stall (Grade 6’s first thing in the
morning.)
 Grade 6 Reflection Day (Mass 9.30am 5/6’s)
 Footy Colours Day (Gold Coin Donation)
 Sacrament of Confirmation 6.00pm
Sunday: 03.09
 Father’s Day

Week 8
Monday: 04.09
 Super Duper Whole School Book Week
Incursion 2:20pm
Wednesday: 06.09
 Class Mass: 9.30am – Grade 3/4M
 Music Work Tuition Lessons
Thursday: 07.09
 Sports Uniform: Gr 5/6F, Gr 5/6R, Gr 4/5W, Gr
3/4M, Gr 3/4P.
Friday: 08.09
 Sports Uniform: Gr 1/2R, Gr 1/2T, Gr P/1E, Gr
PR
 Premier’s Reading Challenge Ends Today!

We love
Writing
The children of Prep/1E have been experimenting
with descriptive writing. They have also been
working on composing narratives with full and
clear sentences. Here are a few examples of the
amazing efforts of some of our students!

Week 9
Wednesday: 13.09
 Music Work Tuition Lessons
Thursday: 14.09
 Sports Uniform: Gr 5/6F, Gr 5/6R, Gr 4/5W, Gr
3/4M, Gr 3/4P.
Friday: 15.09
 Sports Uniform: Gr 1/2R, Gr 1/2T, Gr P/1E, Gr
PR

Week 10
Monday: 18.09
 School Assembly 2.55pm
Wednesday: 20.09
 Music Work Tuition Lessons:
 School Production Night
Thursday: 21.09
 School Production Night
 No Specialist Classes
Friday: 22.09
 No Specialist Classes
 Whole School Mass: 12.30pm
 End of Term
 Students Dismissed at 1.30pm

Congratulations Charlee!
Last night at the
RDFN League
Presentation
night
Charlee D-T
was awarded
the Best and
Fairest for the
Under 11s
Division 1 side.
This is a great
achievement
and Charlee we
are all very
proud of you.

On a bright morning, Tahli the pirate sailed off to
find some treasure. On the way to a sandy Island
the Island had something sparkling behind a
smooth, grey rock. Tahli sailed on a little and then
she was there.
So, she got off the ship and looked behind the
smooth, grey rock. BANG! And away the pirate
went.
Tahli Mc P/1E
One day behind the rocks came a happy turtle but
then in a splash he got tangled up. He cried help!
Help! Then from a very dark shadow came a little
orange fish with bright shiny scales. They were
shiny like gold!
Isabelle D P/1E
One day a dinosaur went in the city and destroyed
the city! A big and scary duck came and fought the
dinosaur and kept on fighting and fighting.
Suddenly, a bear came from a big, dark cave. The
bear said: "Stop fighting!" The dinosaur and the
duck stopped!
Buster C P/1E

What is Footy Colours Day?
Each year we unite as a school and wear our
Footy Colours with pride, all to support the
most important work of the Fight Cancer
Foundation.
Each year the Fight Cancer Foundation
provide support and assistance, through a
team of dedicated teachers, to help young
learners, impacted by cancer, remain
engaged with their education. We invite all our
students and staff to come to school wearing
their favourite team colours and donate a
gold coin $
to this cause.
All money raised goes directly to Fight Cancer
Foundation’s education support programs to
help these children:





Continue with their education
Stay in touch with their school and peers
Stay at the same educational level
Transition back to their regular school
once their treatment is complete

Please be aware that this IS NOT a casual
clothes day, team colours are to be worn over
the school uniform, with the exception of
Grade 6’s who will be preparing for their
confirmation.
When is Footy Colours Day?
FRIDAY 1ST SEPTEMBER

Mt 15:21-28

A reading from the holy Gospel according to
Matthew
Woman, you have great faith.

Jesus left Gennesaret and withdrew to the
region of Tyre and Sidon.
Then out came a Canaanite woman from that
district and started shouting, ‘Sir, Son of
David, take pity on me. My daughter is
tormented by a devil.’
But he answered her not a word.
And his disciples went and pleaded with him.
‘Give her what she wants,’ they said ‘because
she is shouting after us.’
He said in reply, ‘I was sent only to the lost
sheep of the House of Israel.’
But the woman had come up and was
kneeling at his feet. ‘Lord,’ she said ‘help me.’
He replied, ‘It is not fair to take the children’s
food and throw it to the house-dogs.’
She retorted, ‘Ah yes, sir; but even housedogs can eat the scraps that fall from their
master’s table.’
Then Jesus answered her, ‘Woman, you have
great faith. Let your wish be granted.’
And from that moment her daughter was well
again.

Money Matters
There was an unidentifiable deposit made
into our school bank account on August
14th – if this was you – please contact the
office to let them know.

Jesus said, “I have come that you may have life
and have it to the full” (John 10:10)
The goal of life is not to become something
we’re not, DIVINE,
But to become what we truly are, HUMAN.
(Wink 2002, 22)

A Woman’s Quick Wit and Faith
A reflection on the Gospel.
One bright Sunday morning, everyone in the
town got up early and went to the local
church. Before Mass started, the townspeople
were sitting in their pews and talking about
their lives, their families.
Suddenly, Satan appeared at the front of the
church. Everyone started screaming and
running for the front entrance, trampling each
other in a frantic effort to get away from the
devil
incarnate.
Soon
everyone
was
evacuated from the Church, except for one
elderly lady who sat calmly in her pew, not
moving, seemingly oblivious to the fact that
Satan was in her presence.
Now this confused Satan a bit, so he walked
up to the older lady and said,
‘Don't you know who I am?’
The woman replied, ‘I sure do.’
Satan asked, ‘Aren't you afraid of me?’
‘No, certainly not’ said the woman.
Satan was a little perturbed at this and
queried, ‘Why aren't you afraid of me?’
The woman calmly replied, ‘Because I’ve been
married to your brother for 48 years.’
Until quite recently in many cultures around
the world events or experiences that had no
ready explanation were put down to evil
forces. This was certainly true in Jesus’ day.
Diseases,
physical
deformities,
mental
illnesses, accidents, bad weather patterns
and defeats in battle were attributed either to
God’s vengeance or the work of a demon.
Although we no longer hold this to be true, we
still hear this line from some people today.
The Syro-Phoenician woman considers herself
cursed for having a daughter who is
tormented by a demon. It is very unlikely that
her daughter is possessed by the devil. She
probably had a chronic illness that could not
be cured. Furthermore, the woman is also
considered cursed by others because she is a
Gentile, a non-Jew. In fact this story is
unsettling and rather unflattering to Jesus on
several levels.
Because of her ethnicity and religion the
disciples do not think she should ask for
anything from Jesus. He seems to concur with
them. If it wasn’t for the woman’s courage
and persistence, she would never have got
what she wanted. And by Jesus referring to
them as dogs, he seems to agree with the
contempt with which the Jews held the
Gentiles.
Again it is the woman’s quick wit and faith
which turns the situation around. She

domesticates the racial slur and argues that if
she is to be considered a dog she is not a wild
one but of the house variety where she should
be able to enjoy the leftovers. The power of
her insight and the rightness of her cause
catches Jesus off-guard, her daughter is
healed and everyone is taught a lesson about
how the Kingdom of God breaks through in
the most extraordinary ways.

This story also tells us of the power of
intercessory prayer. The woman goes through
her ordeal not for herself but for her
daughter. Her faith in Jesus is the vehicle by
which someone else’s life is enriched. So too
for us. As Christians many of us regularly tell
others, whom we know are in need, that we
will pray for them. Often these people, some
who do not share our faith, are touched by
this kindness.
When we make our prayer intercessory,
either at home or in the Prayer of the Faithful
at Mass, it can be our finest hour. We can
learn a lot about a parish from its
intercessions. It can be the time when we
forget about ourselves and our needs for a
while and ask for the needs of someone else,
even if we don’t know them. This type of
prayer has the possibility of helping us place
our lives in context and reminding us that
while we have a seat at the world’s table,
others are at our feet scavenging for scraps.
The best prayer reminds us that we have to
get down and get dirty and work to raise up
all of God’s children to the places of honour
which everyone deserves.
© Richard Leonard SJ.

Five Mile Creek
There’s been a lot of excited chatter in Library
visits this week about costumes for Book Week
Parade, don’t forget to also bring along your
most favourite book to show! (Make sure your
name is in it, just in case!)
I am still looking for some Parent Helpers do help
with the Prep/1/2’s Wish List visits on Monday
28th August (9:00am-10:30am)
Just a reminder to parents that Wish Lists are just
that – an opportunity for the children to have a
look around the Book Fair and dream about a
book or two they might love – it is certainly not
an order form!!

If last year is an indicator, the first day of Book
Fair Sales (Tuesday 29th August from 8:30am4:15pm) can be really hectic. If you can spare
any time at all on this day all extra hands would
be welcomed and appreciated.
Please
contact
me
directly
arowland@sawoodend.catholic.edu.au
or
drop by and see me in the Library.
Thanks
Annie

In Inquiry this term the Prep/ One and Two
children have been learning about different
types of waterways and the animals that live
there. We began the unit with a focus on our
local environment which included Five Mile
Creek. Last Thursday we walked down to Five
Mile Creek to explore the area that we had been
learning about. While we were at the creek we
discussed what the children noticed about the
environment that surrounds the creek and why
certain things, like plant life might be there.
Although we didn’t see any animals at the creek
we discussed what animals might live there and
why.
Here is a report from Zoey T 1/2R
Last Thursday, the junior classes from St
Ambrose went on an excursion to the Five Mile
Creek. We saw some habitats but we didn't
see any animals.
Sadly we saw a lot of rubbish. People need to
take better care of the Five Mile Creek. The
rubbish is flowing into our creeks. We need to
help the animals and put it in the bin. Please
take care of the creek.

Our walk gave the children a real life experience
of the things they have been learning about and
started lots of great discussions back at school.

As of Monday 1st of May all students should
have been dressed in the following uniform
taking into consideration the transition from the
old to the new uniform.

Bonus Stickers Available
This Week

GIRLS’ WINTER UNIFORM
School pinafore with inverted pleats front and
back.
Long sleeve blue shirt with logo
Navy blue tights or socks (Knee high)
Black leather school shoes
Navy blue hair ties
School pullover with logo / and or
Navy Soft Shell Jacket with logo.
School Beanie

St Ambrose Dress Code
Winter Uniform – Term 2 & 3
Students at St. Ambrose are required to wear a
formal compulsory identifying uniform, which
distinguishes them as a member of the school.
The uniform provides an opportunity for the
students to display pride not only in themselves
but in their membership of the school. During
Term 2 & 3, winter uniform is to be worn. (Please
note that there is a transition period of two
weeks at the start of Term 2 and at the end of
Term 3 that takes into consideration the
changing of the seasons.)

OR
Long sleeve blue shirt with logo
Navy long pants
White school socks
Black leather school shoes
Blue hair ties
School pullover with logo / and or
Navy Soft Shell Jacket with logo.
School Beanie

BOYS’ WINTER UNIFORM
Long / short sleeve blue shirt with logo
Navy long pants or shorts
Navy school socks (Strictly no anklet socks)
Black leather school shoes
School pullover with logo / and or
Navy Soft Shell Jacket with logo.
School Beanie
SPORTS UNIFORM
(Boys & Girls) The sports uniform is only to be
worn on days that the students are
participating in Physical Education classes or
designated sports events such as cross
country.
Tracksuit pants with school logo / and or Sports shorts with school logo
Short / Long Sleeve Sport Polo with Logo
Navy Soft Shell Jacket with logo.
Sun Smart School Hat (T.1/T.4)
School Beanie (T.2/T.3) – Optional
White sports socks (Strictly no anklet socks)
Sneakers
SCHOOL BAGS
St Ambrose school bag

APPLICATION OF THE DRESS CODE
The items that are highlighted indicated areas
that can be improved.



The Dress Code applies during school hours,
while travelling to and from school, and
when students are on school excursions.



Summer and winter uniforms, as well as
sports uniforms are prescribed, and are
required to be worn.



Stud earrings and sleepers worn in the ears,
plus watches are the only acceptable
jewellery.



Extreme hair colours (e.g. green, pink or
purple rinses) and/or extreme hairstyles (e.g.
spikes or mohawk) are not permitted.



Other than clear nail polish, cosmetics may
not be worn at school.



The only headwear that is acceptable is Sun
Smart hats consistent with our Sun Smart
policy or the school beanie.



Hair that is longer than shoulder length is to
be worn tied back as a health and safety
measure. Ribbons, clips, bands (non plastic
only) and ‘scrunchies’ are to be of navy
colour.



The School Advisory Committee requires the
Principal
to
be
responsible
for
implementation of the Dress Code in a
manner consistent with the Student Code of
Conduct.



Arrangements can be made to supply
uniforms for families experiencing economic
hardship through consultation with the
Principal.



Parents seeking exemptions to the Dress
Code due to religious beliefs, ethnic or
cultural background, student disability,
health condition or economic hardship must
discuss this directly with the Principal.

We Really Do Appreciate Your Support In
Ensuring Your Child Is Correctly Dressed For
School.

